Global analyzers traditionally read and analyze the entire program at once, in a non-incremental way. However, there are many situations which are not well suited to this simple model and which instead require reanalysis of certain parts of a program which has already been analyzed. In these cases, it appears ine cient to perform the analysis of the program again from scratch, as needs to be done with current systems. We describe how the xpoint algorithms in current generic analysis engines can be extended to support incremental analysis. The possible changes to a program are classi ed into three types: addition, deletion, and arbitrary change. For each one of these, we provide one or more algorithms for identifying the parts of the analysis that must be recomputed and for performing the actual recomputation. The potential bene ts and drawbacks of these algorithms are discussed. Finally, we present some experimental results obtained with an implementation of the algorithms in the PLAI generic abstract interpretation framework. The results show signi cant bene ts when using the proposed incremental analysis algorithms.
Introduction
Global program analysis is becoming a practical tool in logic program compilation in which information about calls, answers, and substitutions at di erent program points is computed statically 11, 17, 14, 18, 3] . The underlying theory, formalized in terms of abstract interpretation 6], and the related implementation techniques are well understood for several general types of analysis and, in particular, for topdown analysis of Prolog 8, 2, 14, 7, 12, 4] . Several generic analysis engines, such as PLAI 14, 13] and GAIA 4] , facilitate construction of such top-down analyzers. These generic engines have the description domain and functions on this domain as parameters. Di erent domains give analyzers which provide di erent types of information and degrees of accuracy. The core of each generic engine is an algorithm for e cient xpoint computation 13, 14] . E ciency is obtained by keeping track of which parts of a program must be reexamined when a success pattern is updated. Current generic analysis engines are non-incremental { the entire program is read, analyzed and the analysis results written out.
Despite the obvious progress made in global program analysis, most LP and CLP compilers still perform only local analysis (the &-Prolog 9], Aquarius 17] , and Andorra-I 18] systems are notable exceptions). We believe that an important contributing factor to this is the simple, non-incremental model supported by global analysis systems, which is unsatisfactory for at least four reasons. The rst reason is that optimizations are often source-to-source transformations, and so optimization consists of an analyze, perform optimization then reanalyze cycle. This is ine cient if the analysis starts from scratch each time. Such analyze-optimize cycles may occur for example when program optimization and multivariant specialization are combined 20, 15] . This is used, for instance, in program parallelization, where an initial analysis is used to introduce specialized predicate de nitions with run-time parallelization tests, and then these new de nitions are analyzed and redundant tests removed. This is also the case in optimization of CLP(R) in which specialized predicate de nitions are reordered and then reanalyzed. The second reason is that incremental analysis supports incremental runtime compilation during the test-debug cycle. Again, for e ciency only those parts of the program which are a ected by the changes should be reanalyzed. Incremental compilation is important in the context of logic programs as traditional environments have been interpretive, allowing the rapid generation of prototypes. The third reason is to handle correctly and accurately the optimization of programs in which clauses are asserted or retracted at runtime. The fourth reason is to support incremental compilation of programs broken into modules.
In this paper we describe how the xpoint algorithm in the generic analysis engines can be extended to support incremental analysis. Surprisingly, there has been little research into incremental analysis for logic programs. Several researchers have looked at compositional analysis of modules in logic programs 5] . There has been much research into incremental analysis for other programming paradigms (see for example the bibliography of Ramalingam and Reps 16] ). However, to our knowledge this is the rst paper to identify the di erent types of incremental change which are useful in logic program analysis and to give practical algorithms which handle these types of incremental change. Another contribution of the paper is a simple formalization of the non-incremental xpoint algorithms used in generic analysis engines.
Non-Incremental Analysis Algorithm
We start by providing a stylized formalization of the non-incremental xpoint algorithms used in a good number of the existing generic analysis engines. The purpose of our presentation is not so much to present a practical algorithm for performing program analysis but rather to capture the core behavior of the standard algorithms and then use this stylized algorithm to present our proposals regarding how to make them incremental.
The aim of the kind of (goal oriented) program analysis performed by the above mentioned engines is, for a particular description domain, to take a program and a set of initial calling patterns and to annotate the program with information about the current environment at each program point whenever that point is reached when executing calls described by the calling patterns. Assume that we are interested in analyzing the program for the call app(X; Y; Z) with initial calling pattern Y indicating that we wish to analyze it for any call to app with the second argument de nitely ground. In essence the analyzer must produce the program analysis graph given in Figure 1 , which can be viewed as a nite representation (through a \widening") of the set of AND-OR trees explored by the concrete execution 2]. The graph has two sorts of nodes: those belonging to rules (also called \AND-nodes") and those belonging to atoms (also called \OR-nodes").
For example, the atom node happ(X; Y; Z) : Y 7 ! Y^(X $ Z)i indicates that the calling pattern Y for the atom append(X; Y; Z) has answer pattern Y^(X $ Z). This answer pattern depends on the two rules de ning app which are attached by arcs to the node. These rules are annotated by descriptions at each program point of the constraint store when the rule is executed from the calling pattern of the node connected to the rules. The program points are entry to the rule, the point between each two literals, and return from the call. Atoms in the rule body have arcs to OR-nodes with the corresponding calling pattern. If such a node is already in the tree it becomes a recursive call. Thus, the analysis graph in Figure 1 
Intuitively, the analysis algorithm is just a graph traversal algorithm which places entries in the answer table and dependency arc table as new nodes and arcs in the program analysis graph are encountered. To capture the di erent graph traversal strategies used in di erent xpoint algorithms, we use a priority queue. Thus, the third, and nal structure used in our algorithms is a prioritized event The non-incremental analysis algorithm is given in Figure 2 . Apart from the parametric description domain dependent functions, the algorithm has several other unde ned functions. The functions add event and next event respectively add an event to the priority queue and return (and delete) the event of highest priority. When an event being added to the priority queue is already in the priority queue, a single event with the maximum of the priorities is kept in the queue. When an arc H k : CP ) CP 00 ]B k;i : CP 0 is added to the dependency arc table, it overwrites any other arcs of the form H k : CP ) ]B k;i : in the table and in the priority queue.
The function initial guess returns an initial guess for the answer to a new calling pattern. The default value is ? but if the calling pattern is more general than an already computed call then its current value may be returned. The procedure remove useless calls traverses the dependency graph given by the dependency arcs from the initial calls S and marks those entries in the dependency arc and answer The corollary of this is that the priority strategy does not involve correctness of the analysis. This corollary will be vital when arguing correctness of the incremental algorithms in the following sections.
Corollary 1 The result of the non-incremental analysis algorithm does not depend
on the strategy used to prioritize events.
Incremental Addition
Since the answer and dependency arc tables are incrementally extended in the nonincremental analysis of a program, incremental addition of new rules and new calling patterns does not place extra demands on the analysis algorithm. If the analysis is required for new calling patterns, then the routine analyze(S), where S is the set of new calling patterns may be repeatedly called.
The new routine for analysis of programs in which rules are added incrementally is given in Figure 3 . The routine takes as input the set of new rules R. If these de ne a calling pattern of interest, then requests to process the rule are placed on the priority queue. Subsequent processing is exactly as for the non-incremental case.
Correctness of the incremental addition algorithm follows from correctness of the original non-incremental algorithm. Execution of the incremental addition algorithm corresponds to executing the non-incremental algorithm with all rules but with the new rules having the lowest priority for processing.
Theorem 2 If the rules in a program are analyzed incrementally with the incremental addition algorithm, the same answer and dependency arc tables will be obtained as when all rules are analyzed at once by the non-incremental algorithm.
In a sense, therefore, the cost of performing the analysis incrementally can be no worse than performing the analysis all at once, as the non-incremental analysis could have used a priority strategy which has the same cost as the incremental strategy. We will now formalize this intuition. Our cost measure will be the number of calls to the underlying parametric functions. This is a fairly simplistic measure, but our results will continue to hold for reasonable measures. 
Incremental Deletion
In this section we consider deletion of clauses from an already analyzed program and how to incrementally update the analysis information. The rst thing to note is that we need not change the analysis results at all. The current approximation is trivially guaranteed to be correct. This approach is obviously inaccurate but simple. More accuracy can be obtained by applying a narrowing like strategy. The current approximation in the answer table is greater than the least xpoint of the semantic equations. Thus, applying the analysis engine as usual except taking the greatest lower bound of (the lub of) the new answers with the old rather than the least upper bound is guaranteed to produce a safe result. The disadvantage of this method is its inaccuracy. Starting the analysis from scratch will often give a more accurate result. We now give two algorithms which are incremental yet are as accurate as the non-incremental analysis.
\Top-Down" Deletion Algorithm
The rst method for incremental analysis of programs after deletion is to remove all information in the answer and dependency arc tables which depends on the rules which have been deleted and then to restart the analysis. Not only will removal of rules change the answers in the answer table, it will also mean that subsequent calling patterns may change. Thus we must also remove entries for calling patterns which may no longer exist.
Information in the dependency arc these now invalid atom/calling pattern pairs are deleted, the usual non-incremental analysis is performed. The routine for top-down rule deletion is given in Figure 4 .
It is called with the set of deleted rules D and a set of initial calls S.
Correctness of the incremental top-down deletion algorithm follows from correctness of the original non-incremental algorithm. Execution of the top-down deletion algorithm is identical to that of the non-incremental algorithm except that information about the answers to some call patterns which do not depend on the deleted rules is already in the data structures.
Theorem 4 If a program P is rst analyzed and then rules R are deleted from the program and the remaining rules are reanalyzed with the top-down deletion algorithm, the same answer and dependency arc tables will be obtained as when the rules P n R are analyzed by the non-incremental algorithm.
The cost of performing the actual analysis incrementally can be no worse than performing the analysis all at once. Let C del?td ( F ; R; R 0 ; S) be the worst case number of calls to the parametric functions F when analyzing the program R with rules R 0 deleted for all possible priority strategies with the top-down deletion algorithm after already analyzing the program R for call patterns S.
Theorem 5 Let R and R 0 be sets of rules such that R 0 R. For any call patterns S and parametric functions F, C noninc ( F; R n R 0 ; S) C del?td ( F; R; R 0 ; S):
\Bottom-up" Deletion Algorithm
The last theorem shows that the top-down deletion algorithm is never worse than starting the analysis from scratch. However, in practice it is unlikely to be that much better, as on average deleting a single rule will mean that half of the dependency arcs and answers are deleted in the rst phase of the algorithm. The reason is that the top-down algorithm is very pessimistic { deleting everything unless it is sure that it will be useful. For this reason we now consider a more optimistic algorithm. The algorithm assumes that calling patterns to changed predicate de nitions are still likely to be useful. In the worst case it may spend a large amount of time reanalyzing calling patterns that end up being useless. But in the best case we do not need to reexamine large parts of the program above changes when no actual e ect is felt. The algorithm proceeds by computing new answers for calls to the lowest strongly connected component (SCC) in the program call graph which is a ected by the rule deletion, and then moving upwards to higher SCCs. At each stage the algorithm recomputes or veri es the current answers to the calls to the SCC without considering dependency arcs from SCC in higher levels. This is possible because if the answer changes, the arc events they would generate are computed anyway. If the answers are unchanged then the algorithm stops, otherwise it examines the SCCs which depend on the changed answers (using the dependency arcs). For obvious reasons we call the algorithm Bottom-Up Deletion. It is shown in Figure 5 . Proving correctness of the incremental bottom-up deletion algorithm requires an inductive proof on the SCCs. Correctness of the algorithm for each SCC follows from correctness of the non-incremental algorithm.
Theorem 6 If a program P is rst analyzed for calls S and then rules R are deleted from the program and the remaining rules are reanalyzed with the bottom-up deletion algorithm, the same answer and dependency arc tables will be obtained as when the rules P n R are analyzed by the non-incremental algorithm for S.
Unfortunately, in the worst case, reanalysis with the bottom-up deletion algorithm may take longer than reanalyzing the program from scratch using the nonincremental algorithm. This is because the bottom-up algorithm may do a lot of work recomputing the answer patterns to calls in the lower SCCs which are no longer made. In practice, however, if the changes are few and have local extent, the bottom-up algorithm will be faster than the top-down.
Arbitrary Change
Given the above algorithms for addition and deletion of clauses we can handle any possible change of a set of clauses by rst deleting the original and then adding the revised version. This is ine cient since the revision may not involve very far In fact the bottom-up and top-down deletion algorithms of the previous subsection can handle arbitrary change with only minor modi cation. Care must be taken to ensure that we reset enough answer information to ? to ensure correctness. In particular the call dependency graph may have altered after the change, so we must recompute the SCCs.
Local Change
One common reason for incremental modi cation to a program is optimizing compilation. Changes from optimization are special in the sense that usually the answers to the modi ed clause do not change. This means that the changes caused by the modi cation are local in that they cannot a ect SCCs above the change. Thus, changes to the analysis are essentially restricted to computing the new call patterns that these clauses generate. This allows us to obtain an algorithm for local change (related to bottom-up deletion) which is more e cient than arbitrary change.
The algorithm for local change is given in Figure 6 . It takes as arguments the original calling patterns S and a modi ed rule R, which we assume has the same number as the rule it replaces. Correctness of the local change algorithm essentially follows from correctness of the bottom-up deletion algorithm.
Let A B and A B 0 be two rules. They are local variants with respect to the calls S and program P if for each call pattern in S P fA Bg has the same answer patterns as P fA B 0 g. Theorem 7 Let P be a program analyzed for the initial call patterns S. Let R be a rule in P which in the analysis is called with call patterns S 0 and let R 0 be a local variant of R with respect to S 0 and P n fRg. If the program P is reanalyzed with the routine local change(S,R 0 ) the same answer and dependency arc tables will be obtained as when the rules P fR 0 g n fRg are analyzed by the non-incremental algorithm.
The cost of performing the actual analysis incrementally can be no worse than performing the analysis all at once. Let C local ( F; P; R; R 0 ; S) be the worst case number of calls to the parametric functions F when analyzing the program P with rule R changed to R 0 for all possible priority strategies with the local change algorithm after already analyzing the program P for call patterns S. Theorem 8 Let P be a program analyzed for the initial call patterns S. Let R be a rule in P which in the analysis is called with call patterns S 0 and let R 0 be a local variant of R with respect to S 0 and P n fRg. For any parametric functions F, C noninc ( F; P fR 0 g n fRg; S) C local ( F ; P; R; R 0 ; S): We have conducted a number of experiments using the PLAI generic abstract interpretation system in order to assess the practicality of the techniques proposed in the previous sections. The original xpoint used in PLAI is quite close to the stylized non-incremental algorithm that we have used as a starting point, and uses the concrete strategy of always performing newcall events rst, processing non-recursive rules before recursive rules, and nishing processing a rule before starting another. Prior to the invocation of the xpoint algorithm a step is performed in which the set of predicates in the program is split into the SCCs based on the call graph of the program found using Tarjan's algorithm 19]. This information is used among other things to determine which predicates and clauses of a predicate are recursive. PLAI also incorporates some additional optimizations such as dealing directly with non-normalized programs and ltering out non eligible clauses using concrete uni cation (or constraint solving) when possible. Also, instead of explicitly storing the annotation and call-pattern in the dependency arcs, it is recomputed from the head of the rule. In one way, however, PLAI is somewhat simpler than the proposed algorithm: in order to simplify the implementation, the original xpoint algorithm does not keep track of dependencies at the level of literals, but rather, in a coarser way, at the level of clauses. Since relatively detailed dependencies, as described in the previous sections, seem quite useful in incremental analysis, we rst introduced support for such more detailed dependencies in PLAI's xpoint, as well as the quite small amount of additional code required to handle incremental addition. The results are shown in Table 1 . All execution times are milliseconds on a Sparc 10. A relatively wide range of programs has been used as benchmarks. Due to lack of space, they are not discussed here (they are described in more detail in 10, 3] and can be obtained from http://www.clip.dia.fi.upm.es). However, the number of clauses is included in the table (column Cl) for reference. Strd is the time taken by PLAI's original xpoint in order to analyze the whole program as one block. Incr is the equivalent gure for the slightly modi ed xpoint including the more detailed dependencies. It turns out that the additional cost of keeping track of more detailed dependencies is essentially o set by some improvement in the convergence of the xpoint algorithm. In any case, the di erences are due to the di erence in dependency tracking rather than the cost of incrementality. Thus, the fully incremental algorithm shows no real disadvantage when analyzing programs in one block.
In order to test the relative performance of incremental and non incremental analysis in the context of addition, we timed the analysis of the same benchmarks but adding the clauses one by one. I.e., the analysis was rst run for the rst clause only. Then the next clause was added and the resulting program (re-)analyzed. This process was repeated until the last clause of the program. The total time involved in this process is given in Table 1 by I cl, for the case of incremental analysis, and by NI cl for the case of restarting the analysis from scratch every time a clause is added (as would be necessary with the original system). In the latter case the same incremental implementation was actually used (but erasing the tables between analyses) in order to factor out any di erences in xpoint algorithms. I SD and NI SD represent, respectively, the slowdown due to clause by clause addition with In order to test the relative performance of incremental and non incremental analysis in the context of deletion, we timed the analysis of the same benchmarks but deleting the clauses one by one. Starting from an already analyzed le, the last clause was deleted and the resulting program (re-)analyzed. This process was repeated until the le was empty. The total time involved in this process is given in Table 2 by NI, for the case of restarting the analysis from scratch every time a clause is deleted (this is equivalent to NI cl -Incr in Table 1 ), by I td for the case of incremental analysis using the \top-down" algorithm, and by I bu for the \bottom-up" algorithm. I td SU and I bu SU represent the speedups obtained by the top-down and bottom up algorithms, respectively, with respect to non-incremental analysis (NI). The results are also very encouraging: in the worst case studied of compiling clause by clause the speedup with respect to the nonincremental algorithm is on the average a factor of 2.63 for top-down and 8.21 for bottom-up. The results seem to favour the bottom-up algorithm, as shown by td/bu in Table 2 , giving an average speedup of 3.12 with respect to top-down.
Although we have implemented it, we do not report on the performance of arbitrary change because of the di culty in modeling in a systematic way the types of changes that are likely to occur in the circumstances in which this type of change occurs (as, for example, during an interactive program development session). We have studied however the case of local reanalysis in a realistic environment: within the &-Prolog compiler, in which, after a rst pass of analysis, new, specialized clauses are generated containing run-time tests, and a reanalysis is performed in order to propagate the more precise information which can be obtained in the program beyond the points where the new tests have been introduced. This more precise information is then used for multiple specialization 15]. The results are shown in Table 3 in which benchmarks that do not generate run-time tests have been left out, since no specialization is performed for them and no reanalysis is needed in that case. Only program entry points are given to the analysis, i.e., no input patterns are speci ed for such entry points. This represents the likely situation where the user provides little information to the analyzer and also produces more run-time tests and thus more specializations and reanalysis, which allows us to study more benchmarks (note that if very precise information is given by the user then many benchmarks are parallelized without any run-time tests). Cl is the number of clauses that have changed. 1 st is the time for analysis of the program in the rst pass. Inc is the time for additional analysis after annotation (using the incremental algorithm). Scr is the time for additional analysis after annotation but restarting the analysis from scratch, i.e., no incrementality. ScrnInc is the speedup in the reanalysis part due to incrementality. Scrn(1 st +Inc) is a measure of the incrementality (close to one or over one is desirable). The results of incremental analysis of local change are even more encouraging than the previous ones. The speedups are quite impressive and the incrementality level is high or very high in all cases. In fact, in boyer, and, specially, in warplan incrementality is indeed very high. This is related to the fact that there is a high degree of specialization in these programs and the rst analysis is run over many less clauses than the second pass, which penalizes reanalyzing from scratch.
